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today and tonight. Predicted
high temperature today, 70-Dt.
Predicted low temperature tonight, 40-45. Gentle winds,
5-ill miles per hour.
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On Election Code

Panel Tonight
To Discuss
Dean’s Article

’

The controversy over the article
on college administration by Dr.
John W. Gilbaugh, dean of the
college, and possibilities of student
representation on academic council, are expected to highlight discussion at Open-End Forwn tonight, 7:30, in Faculty Cafeteria.
Two students and three professors will discuss these tuid other
problems of "The Student in
Campus Policy," at the Tau Delta
Phi, Men’s Honorary Scholastic
Fraternity sponsored forum.
Bob Pierce, chairman of OpenEnd Forum, also expects discussion to center on "how to make
the campus more autonomous and
less dependent on the community."
John Hendricics, ASB president,
yesterday was named to replace
Vic Lee, sophomore student council representative, who dropped
out of the discussion.
The other student panelist will
be Terry Wheeler, of the Students
for Erccellence in Education. SJS
faculty members who will participate are Dr. Harold DeBey, professor of Chemistry and Dr. Conrad Borovski, assistant professor
of foreign languages.
Ken Miles, professor of philosophy, at Stanford University fills
out the panel. Joe Rynear, Tau
Delta Phi grand Magistrate, has
replaced Pierce as moderator for
the event.

Design Students
To Visit Big Sur
SJS industrial design students
will attend the third annual West
Coast Student Design Conference
at Big Sur Friday through Sunday, Charles Sanders, assistant
professor of industrial arts said
yesterday.
About 150 students and faculty
members from SJS are expected
to go, Professor Sanders said.
R. Buckminster Fuller, SJS
Scholar-in-Residence will speak to
the conference Saturday night.
His topic has not been specified
but he is expected to lecture on
his architectural accomplishments,
Sanders predicted.

Debate Ends Again

Photo by James Brescoll

By DON DUGDALE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Student Council yesterday closed
debate for the second time on the
controversial bill of proposed
amendments to the ASH Election
Code first submitted more than
two months ago. Debate was first
closed two weeks ago.
A final vote on the bill will apparently come next week. If
passed, the bill would go to ASB
Pres. John Hendricks to be signed.
Council’s action came after almost three-and-one-half hours of
consideration, interrupted by extensive haggling over parliamentary procedure, dtuing which it:
voted down a proposal to impose a temporary moratorium on
campus political parties, but approved an amendment to the bill
which would allow parties to form

’DRAGON’ DEMANDS ANSWER
Sir Dragon, portrayed by Eddy Emanuel, right,
demands to know why Charlemagne, played by
Glenn Pascal, left, has taken Lancelot into his
home. Elsa, enacted by Miss Judy Long, and
Henry, portrayed by Dennis Johnson, look on.

*

Eugene Schwarz’ "The Dragon," a Children’s
Theatre production, opens today at 4 p.m. in
College Theatre. Tickets are sold out. Repeat
performances will be given tomorrow at 4 p.m.
and Saturday at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.

Mali Statesmen To Visit SJS;
Timbuktu Mayor Leads Group
The Hon. Mahamane Haidara,
mayor of Timbuktu and president
of the National Assembly of the
Republic of Mali heads a delegation of Mali statesmen arriving
at SJS Monday.
On arrival at 1:30 the delegation will sit in on a composition
class led by Mrs. Dorothy Wright,
assistant professor of English. According to Mrs. Wright the course
is one phase of the English as a
Second Language Program for
Mali students.
Following the class SJS President and Mrs. Robert D. Clark
will host a reception for the dignitaries in Cafeteria A and B. Invitations for the reception were
sent to families with whom Mali
students live.
A meeting with Mali students

at 3:30 will end the day for the
group which includes the Hon.
Alioune Sissoko, second vice president of the Mali National Assembly and former Mali school teacher.
The Hon. Lamine Keita, secretary

1

general of the Mali National Assembly and cowiselor of the Mali
Supreme Court will also visit
SJS. An aide-de-carnp, Lt. Mamatraore, will accompany the Mall
President.

Teach-In BeginsTomorrow
A greater variety of speakers
and the convenience of Monis
Dailey Auditorium are rated by
Vietnam Day Committee leaders
as the two major improvements
that tomorrow’s teach-in has over
the one held last fall.
The teach-in will begin at 12
noon and is expected to continue
until after 5 p.m "This time we
have more off campua speakers

and it’s indoors which should add
to the interest," observed Mrs.
Angie Vinther, VDC secretary.
Among the off campus speakers
will be Assemblyman Willitun
Stanton, Ken Miles, professor of
philosophy at Stanford University,
and Mrs. Elena Greene, wife of
Felix Greene, author of "China
Awakened" and other books about
Asia. Mrs. Green will show slides
of their trip to Viet Nam.
II
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ASB President John Hendricics
told Student Council yesterday
that the proposal for student involvement in curriculum planning
made Monday by Dr. John W.
Gilbaugh, dean of the college,
is not a new idea.
Hendricics was referring to Dean
Gilbaugh’s proposal to the Academic Council policy committee
on cwriculum and instruction that
two students be appointed to the
college-wide cturiculum conunittee.
"A great deal of investigative
work was done two years ago by
John Bruckman (now junior representative) and 1963-64 ASB
President Steve Larson (now
graduate representative)," Hendricks stated.
"It was very thoughtful of Dean
Gilbaugh to ’suggest’ this program, but if one looks at the
history of the ASB’s efforts to
initiate such a program, the Dean’s
proposal seems just a bit curious,"
he continued.
Hendricks distributed to council
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w-SPARTACAMPERS Karen Jaques, graduate student and Dr.
Robert Clark, SJS president, engage in an after dinner discussion.
Last weekend’s retreat at Asilomar provided the opportunity
for student -faculty talks on a variety of subjects based on the
theme, "Me."
d,

JUDY WALTER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Have you ever screamed in
exasperation, "Stop the world,
want to get off?" It may seem
the ultimate cry of futility, but
last weekend’s Spartacamp actually did stop the harried, impersonal world of the campus
that most of us live in, and
trans-ported 350 students and faculty members to another world.
It was the serene. close to
nature world of A.silomar where
the facades of the other world
disappeared, where people talked
and were heard. Nothing was
right or wrong. In this atmosphere of freedom, the students
were able to examine their deepest feelings under an intellectual
microscope without fear of lieing
rejected.
The p 0 v., e r f ti I microscope
peered deeply into the individual’s relationships uith his world,
family, and college community.
As the students gathered in
small groups on the beach and
in cabins, the "microscope" revealed a concern for others..
One group questioned what they
would he like when they were

parents, and adrnitted they talce
a parental attitude toward
younger brothers and sisters.
One student wondered what
to do about his 15-year-old
brother who had started to
drink. Another revealed concern
for his parents’ respect when he
said he couldn’t smoke in front
of them even though he had
their permission.
They decided the most important ingredients for a happy
family are love, caring, giving
of yourself and empathy.
The "microscope" revealed
many common problems. Several student,: admitted they want
to share experiences with their
parents but can’t because of
di f feren t val ues.
They questioned what groups
to conform to, how much conformity was necessary, how to
judge pmple.
An av.’areness of contemporary problems wa.s revealed. One
group asked whether the Berkeley demonstrations accomplished anytking. They discussed
picketing and whether goals
could be achieved by other
methods.
They examined their feelings
about the WOrlfl, mieslioning
whether the world is real at col-
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ASB Council President
Calls Plan Unoriginal

Spartacamp Temporarily ’Stops World’
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second
in a series of three articles examining SJS’ annual "think weekend."

but would ban their endorsement
of candidates.
refused to postpone all amendments to the Election Code until’
after the immanent spring elections, as suggested by council’s
Campus Policy Committee.
approved an amendment to
the bill to prevent candidates from
running for more than one office
in the same election.
The original proposal to permanently ban political parties
came tmexpectedly at last week’s
council meeting from ASB Treasurer Bill Clark. Clark said parties
are "becoming stagnant" and that
their erdstence stifles the interest
of students wishing to run for
office.
The bill of proposed amendments, which was then on council’s agenda awaiting a final vote,

*

Halts Impersonal Life

"’

SJS’ re% enge /welting baaebailers meet the University of
t:allfornia today at 3 p.m. at
31unlcipal Stadium. Sophomore
Rich Hemmerle will start on
the mound for the Spartans.
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Baseball Game

lege, whether the Problems of
the world are solvable, where
their greatest responsibility lies.
They decided it "would be pretty
sad if we can’t do anything
about society," and pondered
whether a non-vocal minority
runs the country.
The all-revealing "microscope"
exposed their feelings on love,
"sex can be abstract."
sex
death "we don’t relate death
to ourselves, just to others,"
One of the most surprising
things revealed to some students
was the "humanness" of their
professors. Seeing their profs
sitting on the floor, loolcing just
as "grubby" as they did, was
quite an experience for students
used to the sight of instructors
peering from behind a lectern.
Comments such as "Those who
can, do. Those who can’t, get
tenure," "Families Iirf the greatest thing since original sin," and
"Parents can be very likeable
people if they quit being parents." left no doubts as to whose
side the professors are on.
In brief, Spartacamp not only
transported campers to another
world, but with the aid of the
intellectual microscope, it revealed to them a vast inner
world.
1111101111111 I,
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a memo from the files of the Associated Students dated June 14,
1963, in which Larson had outlined his suggestions for placement
of students on the departmental
curriculum conunittee to the dean
of students.
"The Associated Students negotiated for nearly nine months
with several campus departments
and certain members of the administration. However, Dean Gilbirigh rejected the proposal without comment," Hendricks declared.
"I prefer to look at Dean Gilbaugh’s proposal as an indication
that he has finally realized the
inherent quality . . . of participation of students in planning and
evaluation of curriculum," Hendricks remarked.
Hendricks also told the council
the reason undergraduate students
were not allowed to pre-register
in certain academic departments
during this semester’s registration.
Hendricics stated that the dean
of the college ordered only graduates be allowed to pre-register
in particular department areas.
He added he has requested a
more thorough investigation by
the Academic Council on registration.

was returned to committee for
rossible amendment in view of
7.1ark’s proposal.
Council’s Finance Committee on
Monday recorrunended a compromise version of Chtric’s proposal,
which would have placed a moratorium on party activity till Sept.
1, 1967. The moratorium would
have spanned two spring elections.
Clark agreed to the compromise,
saying, "After two spring elections Student Council should be
able to decide whether to continue
the ban or to restore parties."
After discussion, however, during which council decided to add
to Finance Committee’s recommendation a ban on candidate endorsement by any campus group, it
hulled down the recommendation.
including its own amendment, by
a vote of 6-7-1.
Sophomore representative Victor Lee, in voting against the
party moratorium, said, "I would
hope that if the students are
against parties, as I am, that they
would vote against parties in the
elections. I don’t think Student
goverriment should limit a candidate’s right of free choice to run
on a party ticket."
Graduate Representative Steve
Larson then proposed an amendment to the bill to ban permanently the endorsement of candidates
by campus groups. Under the provision, according to Larson, parties
would still be allowed to form,
but could not endorse candidates.
Thus the primary purpose of
parties would be outlawed, Larson
said.
Larson’s proposal passed, 10-2-2.
In other action on the Election
Code, council changed a bill which
would have permanently eliminated sponsorship of homecoming
queen candidates to ban sponsorship until September, 1967. The
change was supported by the bill’s
author, Sophomore Representative
Miss Tina Newton. This bill apparently will be voted on next
week.
If passed, this bill would also
need Hendricks’ signature. Hendricks has said he opposes limiting
the students’ rights to campaign
for candidates in the way Miss
Newton’s bill does.
In other action yesterday, council passed the Executive Branch
Act, outlining relationships between the president and the other
executive officers, and defining the
membership and purposes of the
president’s executive council.

New Chairman Named
For English Department
Dr. Graluun C. Wilson, SJS professor of English, has been named
chairman of the English Derailment, President Robert D. Clark
announced.
A member of the SJS faculty
since 1953, Dr. Wilson frequently
performs on educational television.
His 19-show series, "American
Perspective," is currently being
shown on 55 educational television
channels under the sponsorship of
National Educational Television.
Last year, he appeared on the
"Books and Authors" show on
KQED.
Dr. Wilson was a Fulbright professor of American literature at
the University of Athens, Greece,
in 1960. He has also lectured in
linguistics in Italy and Norway.
He is a member of the committee on the examination for literary
achievement of the College Entrance Examination Board and an
officer of the Bay Area English
Association.
Prior to joining the SJS faculty,
Dr. Wilson taught at the University of Colorado. where he received
Ina B.A. and ALA., Stanford, where

he received his doctorate and University of California at Santa
Barbara.
The appointment goes into effect
Sept. 1. The present department
head, Dr. Robert Woodward, will
return to full-time teaching.

DR. GRAHAM C. WILSON
. . . new chairman
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TV Crusader
Bad Example

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

EAlitor

’TOM MEAD

Adsetti-ing Mgr.

JERRY FORD

By LARRY COY
Is Batman tele% ision’s poorest drivet ?
Is the dynamic half of the duo realk%
example" for the nation’s youth?
"vie’
The Automobile Legal Association says

We Belie;e
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Tragedy
The greatest tragedy possible from
U.S. involvement in Viet Nam is what
will result from a victory.
There can be only one type of victory in Viet Nam, and it is the same
victory that comes from all wars.
That victory was best said by John
Locke:
"All the talk of history is of nothing
almost but fighting and killing ... the
honor and renown which are bestowed
on conquerers, who, for the most part,
are mere butchers of mankind, mislead growing youths, who, by these
means, come to think slaughter the
most laudable business of mankind,
and the most heroic of virtues."

For How Long?
same manner as that of Tokyo Rose
of the ’WWII era. And did she really
do that much harm?
The "Ramsey adventures" were
found out when a local radio station
received copies of these tapes, supposedly in the hope that they would
be aired. The station notified the FBI
and they were traced to Ramsey.
The beared leftist admitted making
the tapes and sending them to Hanoi
and the radio station, but what could
be done? There is no law covering this
case or even anything similar to it.
Now the FBI knew where these tapes
were originating, this fact mostly for
their own personal knowledge.
So now this question arisesIs it
lawful? The question is asked by lawmakers, newspapers, and the citizens.
Most of us feel that this is wrong, bin
should it be made punishable as a
crime? This question has to be answered, and answered soon. Ramsey
may be one of the first, but he is sure
not to be the last.
Campus News
East Los Angeles College
Los Angeles, Calif.

How far can dissention and protesting of American policy be carried
before actual treason is committed?
This is the question in many minds
as we now fall deeper and deeper into
die Viet Nam war.
Admitted leftist Ronald Ramsey,
one of L.A.’s children, has continued
to supply Radio Hanoi with tapes in
which he tells the U.S. troops in Viet
Nam to lay down their arms and go
home.
In these broadcasts he usually starts
with an anti -war protest song which
he claims is the No. 1 hit in the States.
He tells the soldiers to lay down their
arms and give up the "war of aggression" against the Viet Cong. Recently
- he added to his programs that "all soldiers who are taken prisoner" would
be tried "as war criminals for their
aggression against the people of Viet
Nam." He has told them that other
fighting men have "seen the light" and
have laid down their guns in protest
of the war.
His whole scheme, of course. is to
rs demoralize the troops in much the

1

"This execution is coming to you in
living color . . l"

Thrust and Parry

Doublethink, Free Speech
there because they didn’t milk the U.S. funds
quite successfully enough to retire to Paris
las Madame Diem did)?

Philosophy Prof Focuses
Letter On ’Doublethink’

Guest Editorial

r-

yes.

We are told that the reason Tor the
lack of original. fresh legislation is due
to the fart that our gov ernment is attempting to clean out the legislative
deadwood. Is it?

We are constantly reinded of the
complexity of ASB government. We
are told of the necessity for reqponsible, qualified leadership. We are incessantly asked to swallow the bitter
pill which characterizes a bureaucracy.
How is it then, that some members
of the ASB government can afford to
miss committee meetings, take vacations and, in general, take a lackadaisical approach to their positions?
How can our vice president afford
to take off two school days for a Lake
Tahoe vacation when such a vacation
takes him away from vital committee
meetings?
Why is it an all too frequent occurrence to see legislation referred back
to coinmittee because council memben have failed to do their "homework?"
Can the ASB afford to have its electqd representatives reiniss in their
duties? Is this what the student body
deserves and expects?

Driver?

A. R. D’Abbracel
Assistaint Prof. of Philosophy

Editor:
The Cole-Brescoll-Han-sen letters present
us with first order question, moral, psychological, religious.
Brescoll’s words suggest that the silly unrealistic idealism of a Socrates or a Jesus
are simply outmoded in the 20th Century.
But then, loving other strangers, and even the
enemy, is not easy to understand and perhaps will never be popularly understandable,
but it has proven to be a solution to alienation, whereas war seems only to increase
alienation.
I wish to skip all the other difficulties and
focus on doublethink. Here are a couple to
snicker at:
1. Interference is noninterference; we interfere into your affairs so that you can
choose your form of society freely without
outside interference. (But you’d better choose
our way, and better not have elections until
you’re sure we’ll not lose.)
2. Offense is defense; we attack the enemy
12,000 miles away ill order to defend our interests there in someone else’s back yard.
We attack the neighbor’s watchdog in his
yard because, at some imaginable future date
he will attack us, so "really" we are only
pre-defending ourselves. Fallacy: "predefen.se" Is in fact initial offense.
3. Death is life; we kill off the local natives who have a different political outlook
to "save" them from a fate worse than death,
viz. their own opinions of how to run their
lives in a communistic way.
Again the fallacy is: "We have the truth;
God is on our side, etc." But how can a God
of life favor either side involved in deathdealing.
4. War is peace; we kill the present generation so that the next generation will have
peace, by and by. But when a whole people
is bombed and burned, including innocent
children, where will the next generation come
from? FrOM a few rich natives who stayed

SJS Student Defends
’Freedom of Speech’
Editor:
Professors Larsen and Lee called for the
resignation of Dean Gilbaugh. Their reason?
"His views of good faculty-administrative relationships are inconsistent with prevailing
faculty opinion and that of Pres. Robert D.
Clairdkid"
not find in the Spallan Daily coverage a refute to the dean’s charges. One charge
is that "Strikes and general unrest among
students are frequently traceable to faculty
agitation."
My "unrest" is born out of the lack of "professorship" shown, sustaining the premise
that faculty has to play a "much greater
role in institutiotuil affairs, if the California
State Colleges" are to provide an outstanding education.
But at the same time, some of these faculty
are calling for the resignation of one adminLstrator who opposes the premise. Their justification: the dean would have a "perfect
right to express his opinions fully and freely"
as a faculty member. This statement carries
the implication that administrators should
be "yes men."
As for Dr. Rutherford being "frightened by
Dean Gilbaugh’s article," are we to prevent
from reaching the public’s ears any word
that could make "untenable the position of
our mop essive president?"
If colleges teach anything, let it be freedom from fear of ideas. If I show any "forceful demonstration" of support, it shall be
for the freedom of speecheven an administrator’s.
Rafael H. Reyes
R21351

’The ear tiwtwrs" group, allegedly composed of white-haired Essex owners, COMplaineti recently that Batman, caped en: antler, champion of justice. anti critm
fighter extroclittaire, was guilty of the,.
heinous crimes:
U-turns in the ntiddle of busy street,:
Crashing through safet barriers;
Crossing highway white line safet
markers;
Parking illegally;
Speeding:
Failing to signal even a single turn;
NO PROOF
And all these were committed in a single
program! However the plaintiffs do not
have any documented proofno evidence
that would stand up in a Gotham Municipal court.
Harley Fraid, venerable 86-year-old
spokesman of the group, ’raffle safety
expert, recent witnei-s during Senate Subcommittee hearings, and Stanley Steamer
owner, said this week that the Batman
show eventually would loose a "bevy of
maniacs on our roads. We’ll never he
safe now," he moanetl.
EVIL FORCES
Well, okay. e all know that the ernsailer breaks a feu, feetv.y laws, now and
then. But he has to: the evil forces of
crime necessitate it. If Batman didn’t
speed occasionally, he’d keep Commissioner Gordon and Chief O’Hara waiting
forever, and his arch foes would escape.
The charge concerning U-turns in the
middle of streets is ridiculouswhere else
do you make U-turns? And besides, if
Harley had Bat-chutes, he could do it, too.
"Crashing through safety harriers." Halt.
The only time I’ve seen BM do that is
HIS OWN safety barrieryou know the
one just outside the entrance to the Bat
Cave. You can’t contlemn a person for
crashing over his own remote-controlledsafety-barrier, anyway.
And as for parking illegally, that’s even
more absurd. Sure, he might hit a red
zone now and again. But you can hardly
blame him. If yott had to park with someone like Robin, you sure wouldn’t hit
Williatn Street Park.
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AMERICAN
FAMILY
STEAKHOUSE

Western Man
Inc.
has a job for

YOU

I STUDENTS!
FREE 20c soft drink
oNer 19c and Student Body

ith

card

DINNERS
.79
1/2 Lb. Ground Round
1.29
Top Sirloin
1.39
New York Steak
1.99
16 Oz. T-Bone
.49
1/4 Lb. Burger
.69
Steerburger
.69
Steak Sandwich
1.19
Chicken in a Basket
SUNDAY SPECIAL
.99
Chicken in a Basket
MONDAY NITE SPECIAL
.99
Top Sirloin
bakod potata.
served with roU. /rem it nog.
Open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
23 No. Market St.
297-9689
Downtown San Jose
t8NO MN NMI OW 11= I= 1=11
min inon
Dtriners

PICK UP YOUIL
VOLKSWAGEN
IN EUROPE!

or this aa.

...and save on bnport costs. Your car can be waiting
for you in Europe, if you order it now. As your Authorized Dealer, we can deliver your VW completely
equipped to American specifications.

Dapper Dan from SJ
who knew Daily classifieds pay ...
so he put in an ad ...
thus rented his pad ...
sold his hog, and a dog, the same way!
A young

Free: Please send illustrated brochure and price list.
Call or enrol-al Ron Croll

Work nights from 5 to I I; earn
up to $2:25 per hr., depending
on ability.
REQUIREMENTS
mechaniability, service station experience. Prefer industrial arts
major.

cal

JOB OPENING

Service Station
Procedure
Instructor

SPARTAN VOLKSWAGEN
1560 North First Street, San Jose

2116-8800

Name
City

Zip code

Soto.

inquire today
phone 293-8288
see at 12 So. 1st
Room 411

Weekly Visits

Student Nurses Cheer Elderly
By ANNE CARR
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Waiting . . . vvaiting . . . waiting . . . Time drags on for aged
people whose increasing infirmities
make most social activities impossible.
Such is the plight of the lady.
whose arthritis and slow healing
broken hip c...raine her to a tiay
bedroom, or, it’ the weather is nice,
:.) the front po.ch of the house.
Admittedly in her 80s, but probably. over 90, she spends her days
reading. talking to her dog and
enaltill.ting for the SJS student nurse’s
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And once a week, the ringing
doorbell signals a break in hours
of loneliness for this elderly patient. An SJS student nurse and
her supervisor, Mrs. Cleora Horton, associate professor of nursing,
stand on the doorstep waiting to
,litt,oirngid. fresh news of the outside
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Photo by Jurnes Brescoll
SMILES AND SYRINGES were both key tools fcr SJS student
nurse Jacqueline Muth. Her at-home care meant risme to her
elderly patient than the doctor’s prescription.

CARRIES SMILES
I But there the similarity ends.
I Student nurses like Jacqueline
Muth, senior, bring refreshing conversation and a youthful outlook
as part of their nursing tools.
Jackie who, as a junior, called
on the patient described above,
was the only youthful contact with
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
the outside world for this elderly
1
CLOSEST TO CAMPUS
lady.
all color
West on Julian to San Pedro
Jackie’s treatment meant as
(1 Blk. West cf Market)
JRS ENTERPRISES
much to the student nurse as to
353 N. San Pedro
PhDne 286-5392 evcnings
the patient. Admittedly quite
"fond" of the patient, Jackie spent
hours listeing to a recount of by* *** ************* ** ***** ************** ***** *** gone days, knowing
that this discourse relieved a lady whose inability to conununicate with her
LIVE MUSIC
KLIV
and
family made life very lonely.
Productions
Radio
Mrs. Horton said that this type
present
of at-home bedside care teaches
student nurses to have real understanding of the chronically ill and
aging. The nursing professor
stresses the importance of emand
pathy for the aged as well as
understanding of their problems.
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
She points out that elderly patients who are hospitalized for
Sat.. March 26 at 8 p.m.
long periods of time become dependent on hispital staff members.
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Nurses like Jacqueline help them
Tickets: $4.50, $3.75, $3.25, $2.50
toward greater independence, In
her attempt to get her patient
S.J. Box Office
40 W. San Carlos
to do things for herself, Jacqueis
4!***********************************************4 line said, "you just have to sit on
your hands, so to speak."
P.E, DANCE
Women’s Physical Education
Club and Phi Epsilon Kappa, men’s
physical education honor society,
dance Saturday open to all students and faculty. Dr. Helen Clark
women’s club advker. said.

$89

THE RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO
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This year 45 junior nursing
students will make three 412 -hour
visits to patients over 65. Working
with the Visiting Nurses Association, Inc. in Santa Clara and acting under doctors’ orders, the girls
offer services patients confined to
a hospital might expect.

Jeweler.)
72 S. First St.
San lose
Phone 2974920

DIAMOND

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.31351

EVALUATES DIET
Jackie, finding that her patient
had a weight problem, took a survey of what the lady had eaten
for a day or two and analyzed
the diet for nutrients and calories.
She then recommended, in family
conference, the changes necessary
for the welfare of the patient.
Learning the techniques of a farn-

RINGS

ily conference such as this, is an
important part of the program.
according to Mrs. Horton. Helping
to cement family relations, it
means better cooperation in the
care of the patient at times when
the student nurse is not available.
Elederly patients in the Santa
Clara Valley have been visited by
SJS students ever since Mrs. llorton came to the college five years
ago. This was the first time that
VNA in Santa Clara had used student nurses to perform in-home
bedside care. The program has resulted in increased community interest in the affaini of the college,
Mrs. Horton says. The elderly, she
continues, are eager to share their
experiences with young people who
bring "life, energy and ViVitC101LSness" into their homes.
SJS cooperation with the VNA
has been so successful that next
year seniors will spend more time
participating in the program. Instead of three visits, seniors next
year will spend one day sl week
for an entire semester practicing
at-home bedsile care. According to
Mrs. Helen Stevens, acting chairman of the Nursing Department,
the program "has been so valuable
that we’re increasing the length
of time. It gives students a different outlook on what normal aging
is and haw well aged people get
along with the aid of community
agency such as VNA."
PERMITS{ FREEDOM
Miss Phyllis Brown, executive
director of the VNA in Santa
Clain says she hopes that the
change will mean that students
can have greater freedom to practice their nursing skills.
Besides the SJS student nuises,
VNA employs 17 full-time nurses.
two physical therapists, one public
health nurse, seven aides and five
homemakers. Miss Brown said
VNA services. are open to anyone
needing at-home nursing care.
While the service answers every
first call, subsequent calls are
made under doctor’s ordeis only.
The VNA, partially supported
by the United Fund sets fees on a
sliding scale. That is, a full charge
of $6, covering only the actual
cost of the visit, is charged only
to patients able to pay it. A VNA
nurse analyzes the family financial
situation and confers with her
supervisor before deciding the cost
to the patient.

PALOMARES, Spain WPDOfficial Spanish sources reported
yesterday the American 20 megaton hydrogen bomb lying in 2,500 feet
of water off the Spanish coast would be raised sometime today.
There was no official confirmation but a U.S. Navy spokesman
said earlier the Navy hoped to move the bomb shortly to an underwater ptateatt from which it can be raised more easily.

Viet Funds Approved

CONTESSA

You Are Cordially Invited to visit our Bridal Registry
and see our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring:
Syracuse Fine China Crystal Stemware by ilolmegaard Bode; from Sweden.

)r
Ma3ter
jeweler.,
72 S. First St.
San lose
Phone 297.0920

Connecticut
Mutual Life

FROM S150

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

The ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s low in net cost, too
America’s Folest Jeans

Since 1850

JEANS & JACKETS
WESTERN OUTFITTER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Workingman’s
Store
218 W. Santa Clara
San Jose
OPEN UNTIL 9 p.m. MON THURS.

with Purchase of
5 Gallons of Gas

CLIP
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SAVE

One Hour Limit
On Reserve Books HOFFEE’S GARAGE
Extended April 4
10% Dincount
with A.S.R. Cord
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Her NEEDS.
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TWO NEW
Students will be able to borrow
BEACON
one-hour reserve books in the SJS
Library’ for two hours beginning
STATIONS
Monday, April 4, Dr. Stuart Baillie,
college librarian, said.
I 2nd & East William
Itules governing overnight,
972 CHESTNUT ST.
weekend, three-day and one-week
in San Jose
NEAR HWY 12 ACROSS
loans for reserve books will remain
THE FREEWAY FROM FMC
and
LOOK FOR THE
unchanged.
CAR IN THE SKY
Books in the Reserve Book
I
1170 N. 14th St
I
Room, LN122-3, are placed by inOpen 8 to 5,
Also in San Jose
I
structors who may wish to make
Monday thru Saturday
a limited number of volumes availMN MI MEI MN UM MIN
able for use to all members of ***** ********** ********** *********************,
their class.
As before, books in the two-hour
category may be checked out at
3:20 p.m. fur overnight use If they
are returned at 8:30 a.m. next day.
Fine for the late return of such
books is 25 cents for the first hour
REG. 58.45
and five cents for each additional
hour the library is open.
ix*
Students vvith overdue three-day
ON
and one-day books, are fined 25
SALE
cents per day.
AT

293-3144

CONVERSE COURT STAR
BLACK TENNIS SHOES

4.98

KSJS Log
KSJS-FM, 90.1 mc, Todu,s
5:00 p.m. Evolution of the Big
Band
6:00 p.m. Spartan Spectrum
6:05 p.m. Lockheed Digest
6:10 p.m. KSJS Forum
6:15 p.m. Union Voices
6:30 p.m. Foreign Students
Speak Out
7:00 p.m. Baseball (Live)
SYS vs. VCR

Taylor round out the program.
They will perform Broadway hits.
The charge for admission to the
show is $1 donation. ilekets may
be purchased at Hoover Hall or
at the door.
The money will be used to support the Easter Seal camp in the
Saratoga mountains.

Pianist To Solo
At Student Recital
Miss Patricia Cluista, senior
music major, will present her senior piano recital today at 1:30
p.m. in Concert Hall.
The program includes "Fantaste," K. V. 396, by Mozart;
"Zweite Sonate," Op. 14, by
Prokofiev and Ballad in F Minor
by Chopin.
Miss Christa soloed with the
SJS summer Orchestra.

liir :management training
program is designed excluisely for the college graduate tinder age 25. Connecticut
Thitual Life Insurance Company offers opportunity for
the hard-working, competiti.e graduate to qualify for a
liree-year training program
1,,niing to Agency Management, Home Office Management or Professional Sales.
receive an illustrated bro.
:Imre, or arrange for a con&
’,mini interview, call Mrs.
4stiov, 294-5660.

Connecticut Mutual Life
it,71

I FREE GALLON
OF GAS!

WASHINGTON (UPI)The House wound up weeks of debat.
over additional funds for the war in Viet Nalll yesterday by givim
final approval to President Johnson’s $13.1 billion supplemental ap
propriation.s request.
As finally passed, the bill gives John.son every cent he asked
buy additional aircraft, weatxms, ammunition and other equipmen: I
for the War effort. The bill also includes funds for military construc
tion and economic a.ssistance for South Vmt Nam.

Hoover Show Tonight
Features ’Rock’ Bands

nechaniDn expeial arts

18
st

Bomb Recovery Near

Management Opportunity

I I ; earn
pending

ition

World Forum

Reed’s SPORT SHOP
258-5305 *
3151 Alum Rock Ave.
eke**********44.1***/*/**************************
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It v.all be music and drama in
the MOrTiS Dailey Auditorium tonight, beginning at 7 as Hoover
FIall’s second east wing presents
a three-hour talent show.
Headlining the program are two
rock and roll bands, the "Syndicate of Sound," and the "Trolls."
At the other end of the entertainment spectrum is an impromtu
contemporary satire dramatic
group, "The Illegitimate Theatre,"
Rock and roll, with "The Others"
performing, will open the show.
Singing, from the folk and theater medium will also be included.
Larry Norman, SJS freshman,
will present 20 minutes worth of
his original vvork, in both Spanish
and western style.
Norman has svritten over 200
songs and performed many of them
i at Freshman and Spartacamp.
I Other folk guitarists, Terry
Shepercison, Roger Black and Carol
lones will perform.
I;m.erly Cathles and Beverly
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"
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WINTERLAND
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Across from the Winchester Mystery House
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Soprano To Solo at Concert
Senior music major Sharon
Gilbert and five members of the
music faculty will perform in
the San Jose Symphony Orchestra concert tomorrow night at
8:15 in Civic Auditorium.
Tickets may be purchased at
the Music Department Office.
N1108, or at the box office.
Prices are $1.7,0 for general admission and SI for students.
Miss Gilbert. soprano, studies
voice with Frederick Loadwick,
associate professor of music, She

has been soloist in the MUSIC
Department’s annual production
of Handel’s "Messiah" and has
sung in A Cappella Choir. Choralters and Opera Workshop presentations.
Music faculty members playing in the San Jose Symphony
are associate professors Donald
Hoinuth, cello; Wayne Sorensen, oboe, Clement Hutchinson,
clarinet ancl assistant professors
George Longazo. bassoon, and
William George. French horn.

Sandor Salsa), professor of music at Stanford University, conducts the orchestra.
Tomorrow night’s program includes Haydn’s Symphony No.
96, Mozart’s Concerto No. 22 for
Piano and Orchestra in E Flat,
K. 482, and Mahler’s Symphony
No. 4.
Hungarian pianist Istvan
member of the San
NaCiiIS, a
Francisco State College faculty,
will be featured in the Mozart
concert,

"Foreign Students Speak Out,"
a new program on KSJS-FM
radio, 90.7 mc, will be broadcast
tonight at 6:30.
Each Thursday night the program will feature a half-hour
interview with an SJS foreign
student. Miss Jane Glickfeld,
producer-director and moderator
of the show, described the purpose as "to introduce foreign
snainnts to listeners."
hi‘ ’,1,11
1,,
..ti.la.nee

d’grdoogosessooloorx

ANGELO’S

Front the largest Radio and l’{’ department
of California’s largest state college . . .

FREE Doke’

"SPARTAN SPECTRUM"
Twice nightly tonight and every night
7:25 and 7:55 p.m.
1Xl(Xat

or

STEAK HOUSE

coffee

-y sandwich Monday thru
betweon the Hurs of
2 p.m. and 7 p.m
This effer is geed thre
April lsf, 1966
No minimum charge
at any time
16th and Santa Clara

1300 on your 1N1

k.

Where fine food and col. $
lege prices get together-.

%Jr .r...dr,A4L11%,

Zi
k72 E. Santa Clara St.

’,Utast-451 Olio

,,ening

.-rai rtAirte..,rti

garden City Jeloidrau
51 S. Market
MliW rural

Friday and Saiurda,

niald

Burger House

Lip

297-2002

oitritrAt Acacia TissitoctranorsNrr .rty-\Tr.

’&m.2’

FREE 3Pench 9rie4

root,ing fuss,
at 8:30 pan.

MELODRAMA AND OLIO
I3IPORTED AND DONIF:STIC BEER
STUDENT?. A1.15
For reservations call 225-1232
Located on Monterey Rd. at Hillsdale

28c
30c

Foot Long Ilot Dog
Creamy Milk Shakes

11111,11..

Get
1,1.
1::.

1;4’

PRESENTS

with mayonnaise, lettuce, onions & tomatoes
28c
Deluxe Burger

Farnous
Hofbrau Band
Fri. & Sat.

Sunday:
II a.m.-8 p.m.

GISLIGHTERS
THEATI1E

50c

14 lb. Jurnho Burger

$169

Served Daily:
4:30-8 p.m.

50‘

Call 295-9487 antl pick-up your order ready to eat.

.14%...14K,IIK/MP.,141,4940/pAlrffiiM,

SPECIAL
STUDENT’S DINNER

This coupon worth
on any pizza. Valid for Spring ’66.

Entertain Your Taste Buds
Our Specialty, "Burgers to Go"

Harem dancing will be the
featured performance of the SJS
Arab-American Club’s "Arabian
Night" at the Newman Center,
79 S. 5th St., tomrrow night at 8.
Admission price is $1 for the
general public and 75 cents for
students. Proceeds from the
meat will go into the scholarship and loan fund for club members.
Arab-American Club President
Mohammed Adwan announced
that Arabic dancer Samia NHASCI’
will perform. The reddish-haired
dancer from Baghdad has appeared at Hollywood’s Egyptian
Gardens and various New York
night clubs.
Other entertainment for the

4itgenlic german goof

:* Come in and be satisfied.

We have pool table and shuffleboard.
Beer $1 a pitcher.
286-1325 E.
-..: 945 The Alameda

Arab To Perform

learn about the native countries
well
of the foreign students
as their impressions of the
their
probUnited States and
lems of adjustment.
This week’s guest will be
Patrick Fasang, graduate engineering student from Bangkok,
Thailand. His three-fold topic includes background information
on Thailand, family life there
compared to that in the United
States and the place of women
in Thailand’s society.
Charles Rubin handles technical direction for "Foreign Students Speak Out." Both he and
Miss Glickfeld are television-radio majors.

,..i=4=0BCCOSCP./3440060/2000613. sf’,WACOWe’,..".’":010:01.1010:0W:
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Harem Dancing

Foreign Students Speak
On New KSJS Program

with the purchase of a hamburger
or any other sandwich.

388 E. Santa Clara St.

Appearing Nightly
in your Neighborhood

Today thru Sunday only.

Buro-er Town

PIZZA HAVEN’S own
"Checkered Chick"
!er Three Peddlers

460 East William St.
Phone 286-5622

s: call 295-3805 for a guest appearance
co-starring

* Chicken Dinners
12" Pizzas
* Spaghetti * Salads

PHONE 214-1330 I
1

TOWNE
552 South Bascom

295-7288 1433 The Alameda

"TO DIE IN MADRID"
No

taw EatC1

Cover Charge at

22

kinds of

ARATOGA

444 Easf William

295-3805

21,8-47711

Dean Martin in

"THE SILENCERS"
also "THE COLLECTOR"
nominated for 3 awards

Y
iii

STUDIO

867.3026 2196 SOUth First

"THE TENTH VICTIM"
and
"THE CONJUGAL BED"

294-SS44 IT hen on your wuy you seem to be,
Hest look ut where you’re going.
li you get caught on u une.ttay street,
!It ’mild be rery

"MUDHONEY"
and
"EXPRESSO BONGO"

PIZZA

25To OFF

PRAWNS
BROASTED CHICKEN
CHEESEBURGERS
HAMBURGERS
* SANDWICHES until 4 p.m. including pastrami.
corned beef, ham.
d until 4 p.m. daily.
* LUNCHES

on

BOWL
3 games for S1.00

FINE IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BEER
3ANJO AND HONKY TONK

All Pizzas

To SJS Students
Evenings and Weekends

FrIday and Saturday, 8 p.m. - I a.m. Sunday 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MMIMM1111111::
= This coupon redeemable sf fhe Straw Hat with Student Body Card for 7:

eaten on the premises after 7 p.m.
during the month of March

$1 OFF

POOL & BILLIARDS

NAME
ADDRESS
______
on any
E. CITY
E offer epiras June 15th, 1966
numnnomammanumminminumaimummuumumannanar

Featuring Breakfast

1.00 per hour

GIANT PIZZA

Downtown Bowl

Open Sunday +hru Thursday,
11:30 a.m. +o Midnight.
Friday and Saturday, I 1:30 a.m. to 2 a.m.
1400 W. Campbell Ave., Campbell
For Pizza to go, Phone 378-400 or 253.0703

"JUILIET OF THE SPIRIlt"

"TIME OF INDIFFERENCE"

pe othe fanutp bouge
featuring

Fillini’s Masterpiece

also Academy Awerd nominee
ROD STE!GER in

14502 hie Basin Ws,

297-3060

it, 1,11111

375 W. Santa Clara St.

Free Delivery
123 S.

L.

7 a.m. and 11 a.m.

4th

286-2484

after 7 p.m.
within 1 mile of campus
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evening will include juggling,
folksinging and dancing and instrumental groups,

Music Gronp
T o Present
PianoBenefit
Phi Mu Chapter of Mu Phi
Epsilon,
international professional music sorority, at SJS,
will join the San Jose Alurnnae
Chapter in presenting pianist
Lynn Lewis in a scholarship
benefit recital Sunday at 3 p.m
in Concert Hall.
Proceeds from the concert
will go toward scholarships for
SJS members of Mu Phi Epsilon.
/Yliss Lewis’ concert marks her
28th appearance in the Sterling
Staff Concert Series, a project
of the Mu Phi Epsilon Memorial
Foundation.
The pianist was graduated
from the University of Southern
California. She soloed with the
Chicago Symphony, Fresno Philharmonic and UniversRy of
Southern California Symphony.
Among the program selections
for the concert are Partite, C
Minor, No. 2 by Bach; Sonata,
E Flat Major, Op. 31, No. 3 by
Beethoven; four e t ud es by
Chopin: "March Wind" by MacDowell; "Tarantella" by Creston and "Jeux d’ Eau" by Ravel.

Need Diversion?
Various Activities
Lie Near Campus
Need divertisement from the
tension and trials of the weekday world? A variety of entertainment from drama to orchestra to jazz lies within a few
minutes’ drive from campus this
weekend.
T. S. Eliot’s verse play, "Murder in the Cathedral," will be
presented at Foothill College
Theatre tomorrow and Saturday
at 8:15 p.m. The play concerns
the 1170 slaying of Thomas a
Becket, archbishop of Canterbury..
Tickets, $1 for general admission and 50 cents for students,
may be purchased at the box
office.
KINGSTON TRIO

"We Five" and the "Kingston
Trio" will appear at Oakland
Auditorium Arena tomorrow at
8:30 p.m. Tickets for the performance are available at Montgomery Ward Box Office, 160 S.
First St., San Jose.
Humorist Mort Sahl will perforrn at San Jose City College
Men’s Gymnasium Saturday at
8:30 p.m. Speaking of his college
days, Sahl remarked, "People
keep accusing me of being an
intellectual. It is interesting
that in the seven years I was
at the University of California,
no one called me that."
RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO
Jazz musicians, the "Ramsey
Lewis Trio," are slated to appear
with Jefferson Airplane at Civic
Auditorium Saturday at 8::30
p.m. Lewis, El Dee Young and
Red Holt play music ranging
from "My Ship" to "Anything
Goes."
Tickets may be purchased at
the San Jose Box Office, 40 W.
San Carlos St.
Young American violinist Austin Reller will solo with the San
Francisco Symphony Saturday
at 8:15 p.m. at Foothill College.
Reiter will play the Bartok Violin Concerto.
JOSEF KRIM
Josef Krips. conductor and
musical director, will lead the
symphony in Berlioz’ ’’The Corsair cherture" and Tschaikowsky’s Symphony No. 6. Tickets
are available at the college box
office.
Corncrib’ Repertory Company,
Homer and High Sts., Palo Alto,
will present a baroque chamber
concert Sunday at 3 p.m.
Instrumentalists Joanna Bmmel, alto and soprano recorders:
’Lizette Miloradovitch, viola da
gamba, and Erich Schwandt.
harpsichord. will play sonatas
by. liavh, Loeillet. Handel, DeFesh and Telemann.

Thursday, MarcE 24, 1966

Spikers’ ’Midterm’
Scheduled Saturday
Spartan trackinen take a mid- !dental are also in the university
term this weekend that could well division, with six smaller Southern
decide how they do in their final. California schools in the college
The midterm is Saturday’s division.
Santa Barbara Easter Relays,
Meet director Nick Carter bewhich boasts the top teams of lieves "Without a doubt, this is
California.
our finest collegiate field in the
How the Spartans fare against history of the relays." This is the
the likes of USC and UCLA this 28th annual running of the event.
weekend should give SParitin
Winter is sending 24 Spartans
coach Bud Winter a good indica- to the meet, with his biggest hdpes
tion of the team’s strength for resting on the 440, 880 and mile
their finalthe NCAA champion- relay teams.
ships.
WORKHORSE TRIO
TEAM TO BEAT
The workhorse trio of leadoff
USC is defending co-champion man Wayne Hermen, anchor man
of the NCAA meet, while many Tommy Smith and second man Tim
experts con.sider UCLA the team Knowles will be entered in all
to beat for that title this year.
three relays.
Arizona, Stanford and OcciIn the 440 relay, John Bambury
will run the third leg, with Bill
Johnson taking his place in the
1380 relay and Ken Shackelford
handling the chores in the mile
relay.
Potential individual winners for
the Spartans include Ed Johnson,
Gene Zubrinsky and Terry Doe
in the high jump, Hermen in the
100-yard dash, Smith in the long
Sophomore Rich Kentmerle will
jump, Craig Fergus in the triple
be on the mound today as the
revenge-seeking Spartan baseball- jump and Dick Smith in the hiunmet. throw.
ers entertain the University of
California in a 3 p.m. game al
Municipal Stadium.
Earlier this year, the Bears shut
out SJS 3-0 in Berkeley, allowing
the Spartans only six hits.
BASKETBALL
In Andy Messersmith and Rich
Top-seeded Alpha Tau Omega
Nye the Bears have one of the
best one-two pitching punches on rallied in the second half Tuesday
night to defeat Theta Chi 38-34
the coast.
The Cal attack is led by right and capture the fraternity basketfieider Bill Mathews, who had a ball tournament championship.
triple in the Bears’ win over SJS ATO’s Craig Fergus, although
and second baseman Bob Leather- playing only half the game, was
high -point man with 11 counters.
vvood.
In the top basketball game toTuesday, the Spartans played
and’ split their fifth doubleheader night, "A" league champion Awof the season, rallying to defeat ful-Awfuls meet the winner of last
St. Mary’s 4-0 in the second game, night’s To Whom It May Concernafter losing the first contest to SACES game in the final round
of the upper-division independent
the Gaels 2-1.
A two-run Gael rally in the final tournament.
In upper-division games Tuesday
inning ruined a good pitching performance by Spartan Bill Schmidt night, SACES downed Basketball
Inc. 60-42 behind Jim Visher’s 15
in the first game.
Schmidt had a one hitter going points and the Awful-Awfuls overinto the seventh, when singles by came an 18-point performance by
Jim Huarte, Tom McNally, Steve To Whom It May Concern’s Jerry
Crutcher, and Rich Espicala, plus Gilbert to win a squeaker, 39-36.
VOLLEYBALL
a hit batsman, forced across two
Entries are due Thursday, March
counters and handed the veteran
hurler his third loss of the season. 31, for six man volleyball teams.
In the second game, the Spar- There will be a team captains’
tans backed up Gene Hessler’s meeting in the Intramttral’s Ofthree-hit pitching with nine hits fice the same clay.
of their own to win their sixth
game of the season.
BULLETIN
Big guns in the SJS attack were
There will he a meeting today
third baseman Larry Peters and at 3:30 p.m. In MO201 for all
outfieldeis Bruce Young and Dave varsity football players. AceordMet tier.
ing to coach Harry Anderson,
Peters had a pair of two bag- the meeting is Important and all
gers, while Young and Mettler players should attend.
each had a triple and a single.

Baseballers Seek
Revenge Over Cal
On Home Diamond

4
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SCRAPPY GRAPPLERLoren Miller lords over his taller foe
en route to a third in the Far West Collegiates earlier this year.
Miller and Cy Lucas are presently in Ames, Iowa grappling in
the NCAA Wrestling Championships. Coach Hugh Mumby
gives both matmen a good chance to place high in the tourney.
Both were undefeated in dual-match competition.

fnITY-1

Miller, Lucas Back to Iowa
Entered in Mat Championships
A grappler %kilo vvrestles for
"relaxation" and another matman
who just joined the SJS squad
after semester break are in Ames,
Iowa for the NCAA Championships.
Loren Miller and Cy Lucas are
Spartan entries in the 145 and
160-pound weight divisions, respectively.
Competition will come froth the
nation’s top collegiate wrestlers.
Action started today when the
pair tackled opponents determined
by a draw.
Both grapplers finished the season in undefeated style.
Miller fought at 160 most of
the season, und was’ unbeaten in
dual matches. Lucas filled in at
the 167 spot after joining the
Spartans. Both moved down to

lighter divisions L. the Champion- able," reports Miller.
ships. "I actually find wrestling
The junior took seventh in last
relaxing. To me, it’s quite enjoy- year’s Championships in the 147
class.
He expects the experience will
prove valuable this year. "Eastern
wrest lers grapple for decision wins.
whereas we t Western entries)
uonors
wrestle for falls."
H
"His attitude is wonderful,"
Spartan ba.sketball ace S. T. noted coach Hugh Mumby. PresSaffold was chosen to the all- ently back in Iowa with his mat opponent team by West Coast men, Mumby added, "Miller is
Athletic Conference champion Uni- very (touchable. I expect he’s one
versity of the Pacific.
of the best men we’ve ever had
Joining Saffold on the UOP first here."
squad were Joe Ellis and Erwin
Lucas moved right into the startMueller of USF, Jerry Chambers ing lineup after arriving from
of Utah and Elvin Hayes of Hous- Foothill. Filling in for the injured
ton.
Mike lierschfelt, he failed to fall
Chambers, who led Utah into to any opponents.
the NCAA Championship TournaAmong his notable victories wa
ment, was the only unanimous a win over defending AAWU 157 .
choice.
pound champ Bob Mitchell.

UOP Cage Team
Saffold

1 Intramural s
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Broker Stripe Oxford
A country cool cotton oxford voile buttondown . . . distinctively Gant. Its mark of
distinctionstripe-edges are thinly framed
with a contrasting colcr. Its effecta subtle
but noticeably different expression in
stripings. In russet stripes framed in green;
blue stripes framed in gold; or gold stripes
framed in russetall on a bamboo ground.

Broker Stripe Oxforda country cool Gant cotton voile
button-down. Its mark of distinctionstripe edges are thinly framed
with a contrasting color Its effecta subtle but noticeably different
expression in stripings. In russet stripes framed in green;
blue stripes framed in gold; or gold stripes framed in russet
Hugger body. About $7.50 at discerning stores.
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Thursday, Mort+ 24, 1966

Financial Aid
Applications
Due April 1

Spartaguide
Le ferule Francais, 12:30 p.m.,
?OHM’
.tngel Flight, 6.45 p.m.. 234 S. C11226.
Arnold Air Society, 7 p.m., A133.
Ilth.
Gernian (’Iub, 3:45 p.m., CafeRapti’s( Student Union, 7:30
teria 11.
p.m.. Memorial Chapel.
Mlle!, 7:30 p.m., ED348. speaker
Pegimuis, creative writing society,
7:30, 147 Belridge Dr., Los Gatos. Dr. Peter Koestenbaum, SJS professor of philosophy, will speak
on "Existentialism Theology and
Crisis in Psychology."
Why settle for less?
American Institute of lnduatrial
65,000
75,000
Engineers., 7 p.m., Garden City
11
ifbrau.
GREETING
BOOKS
Rho Epsilon, 7:30 p.m.. FriendPAPERBACKS
CARDS
Tbsim of Citizens Savings and

-,-23ooks Inc

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE 11
Stevens Creek & Winchester
San Jose*s Big Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUND.ro
Serving california Since Ix,

Custom Cleaners
481 E. San Carlos
between 10th and llth

Spartan Daily
_ Classifieds
1,25 LEASES a 2 bedroom, fully furi-ned home at 440 Elizabeth St. Neer
corner of S. 10th & Santa Clara St. Will
accommodate 4 college students. 2
blocks frorn SJS. Zulpo Realty. 259-4230.
DELUXE 2 BEDROOM furnished apt.
$120 per month. 726 S. 10th St. Call
259 4466 or 378-9767.
3 LARGE ROOMS completely furnished.
,
included. $115 per month. Girls
595 S. 9th. Call 259-1557.
FREE RENT. 2 male students to share
for answering evening
p
Mayiair Veterinary Hospital. 294.

ANNOUNCEMENTS II )

GOING TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER?
We w.11 arrange a new VOLVO or TRI.
UMPH for you at factory prices. 100,;
financing through bank. MR. SAUNDERS,
SJS alumni. Call 248-9646 or 264.0312.
SUMMER SESSIONS ABROAD 1966.
University of San Francisco. Guadala.
jam Mexico, July 3.August 6. $225 in
dudes tuition, board & roorn, & activ
ties. Valencia, Spain June 24-August 17.
Several plans to fit individual reguire
meats from $630. including tuition,
board & room. activities & round trlo
by plane, New York -Madrid. Informa 1 & 3 BEDROOM APTS. Carpets. Near
tion: Mrs. Cook, Foreign Language Deoff N. 1st St.).
partment. Roi-n
ANYONE WITNESSING,
lont
a house, 2 Ciedroorns, 1
UPSTAIRS
13th & Sante C
yd. ,.
’5, ,
or month. Call 294-9686.
;
17. please call 294.791_
.
5. 7th.
HUMANIST CO-OP HOUSE
MEN ONLY. Share large room. Clean &
ning stages. li interested, tcme
4 ri,..ileges. 46 S. 12th, after 5
March 28. 7:30 p.m. CH 164.
SPARTAN DAILY WANT ADS QUIET STUDIO APT. kr upper class.
THE CAMPUS BULLETIN BOARD
-. 617 S. 9th St. Cali
r

rr r

AUTOMOTIVE VD
LAMBRETTA

MOTORSCOOTER.

CUSTOM MADE
11 &

nice. Runs like a c.dol fool. $415. Phone
286-0253.
COMMUTER SPECIAL.
door. 1.
wih
i
arAKSIC 1950 CADILLAC ’-

SERVICES

2 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
nom.dily. Dave Towle 244.9600. Class
of 59.
lo . 294 5774
FAST, ACCURATE, GUARANTEED VP.
’64 HONDA SCRAMBLER. P
INS in my home. Editing upon request.
300.7259.5118.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed
’64 HONDA 300
243-6313 9 a rn. to 8 p.m.
AUTOMOBILE & MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE for students. Chef Bailey,
286.5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
FOR SALE (31.
TYPING in my home. Experienced. de. - i nHe reasonable. 294-1313.
SURFBOARD. Like new. tvidito py Srt
shop in Santa Cruz. 8.10-. $90. Call EXPERT TYPING. IBM electric. Theses.
. i7. Work guaranteed. 378269-4576 after 5 p.m.
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANN1CA. 24 Vp’
umes, boo1cdse yodrbooks up-to-dd’.-.. TYPING
Atlas. 2 volume dict’cnary. 243-94P’
after 5 0./11.
-St/’ It; tttt,

Good rondifion. 2 years old. $5,5. .
1335.
PORTABLE STEREO. KLA, G.Prr-avd
charger, Samsonite case. Like new. $150.
Call 293.4344 after 5 p.m.
TAPE RECORDER. Sony 500A stereo,
sound on sound. 4 track, like now-only
4 months old. $250. 294.2747.
HELP WANTED (41
SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS NEEDED
for now & summer. W5I required. Apply
to Cherry Chat Swim School, Sunny.
vale 739.2710.
HOUSING 15.1

DONE

IMMEDIATELY in my
Re-,,onable rates.

TRANSPORTATION 19)
RIDE NEEDED TO VANCOUVER, British
Columbia or furthest point in Washington. Can leave April 1st. Call 293-3127.
NEED A RIDE? THEN DON’T HIDE,
COME TO SPARTAN CLASSIFIEDS!

To place an ad:
Visit the
Classified Adv. Office -J206
Daily
10:30 - 3:30

DELUXE STUDENT apts. Brand new. 2 Submit ads 2 publications days prior
bedroom, 2 bath. Danish furniture, elec- to day ad is to run.
tric kit.-hon. large closets. $150. 4 perSend in handy order blank. Enclose
, r.S.
tt)
7 h J.
9th. 294.9170.
cash or check. Make check out to
FURNISHED STUDIOS. $75 to $85. One Spartan Daily Classifieds.
bedroom $90. 1/2 block off campus. 74
8th. 292.7852. Marager 413 S. 4th, *9
None 294-6414. Er. 2465

To buy. sell. rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

3
4

One time

lines
lines

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

n
Li

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services Oil
Transportation (9)

Name
Clly
For

Is there room in our mass production society for creative expression? Can technology be humanized? R. Buckminster Fuller
is working with the creative woodworking class. to help students
express their ideas in woodwork.
The clas.s is instructed by James
Casey, associate professor of industrial arts.
"Mass produced goods are itnpersonal," Casey said. "Our object
is to get students involved in their
design projects in a personal way.
We want students to be able to
enhance their home environment.
Fuller’s depth of understanding
of many subjects is of great help to
us. We benefit from giving him
ideas and getting his reaction."
We can only afford mass produced replicas of designs. Therefore, it is i mpo r ta nt that
designers develop creative skills.
Students in Casey’s class can experiment with wcsod to put their
ideas in a solid state.
"Individuals who have carried
an idea into a solid state have the
right to feel they have accomplished something," Casey said.
Woocl is a good material for
expressing ideas because it has
I warmth, grain, and intrin.sic beauty, Casey’ added. Metal work requires more skill because mIstakes
are harder to correct.

Ry.an also said a $150,000 grant
for financial aid, which had been
withheld from the college, has been
released for use during the remainder of this semester and the
surruner session.

.0 by LLe Buonomo

CHILDREN’S WORLD
Happiness is climbing on a miniature geodeosic dome! These
children discovered the new edition to the Home Economics Department child lab last week. The eight foot in diameter, six
inch high red and blue structure resembles the larger

Seventh Street designed by R. Buckminster Fuller.

dome on

Job Interviews -eJune and Su lllll ler gratIthiles
may sign for inteniew itiumintments eirm In the Placement
Center, ADM23.1.
IBM will hold tests for assembly
line positions on Tuesday, and
Thursday. March 31. Students to
work 20 hours per vveek are needed in either the morning, afternoon, or evening, Monday through
Friday. Requirements are: above
a 2.0 grade average and second
semester Freshman standing or
above. Permanent visa or U.S. citizenship required.
FRIDAY
Pacific Gas and Electric Co.:
MK EE and CF: majors for positions in utility engineering including planning, analyzing, construction, design, operations, sales and
maintenance. U.S. citizenship or
permanent visit required.
syntax Laboratories, Inc.. chem.,
business (marketing), and biology.
majors for positions in entry level
chem., biology research; pharmaceutical/veterinary products sales.
Contra Costa Counts : ally major
ppraiser’s
for prot_traninter

Summer Job Philosophy Prof
Interviews To Speak Tonight

Students interested in
positions ..1
Id ( ant.ut Mrs.
Margo Keller. student placement
er. In the Placement
inten
Center. A051231 for further information.
Fremont Recreation. Fremont,
Calif.; interview on Tuesday, April
19 for playground leader, sports
official, camp counselor, program
specialist (arts and crafts, etc.),
any major, male or female, 18
yes., U.S. citizenship required.
Jewel Tea Co., Inc., Newark,
Calif.; ini,rview on Thursday,
April 21 for route builder-direct
solicitation, male 18-Zi, public relations, marketing, business administration, :mph. or jr. MBA,
l’.S. citizenship required.

itectg. for accountant -auditor; one year graduate work in sax.. social welfare,
criminology, education or clinical
psychology for deputy probation
officer.
Harvester
International
Co.: I
Western Truck Operations: IF:.
ME and IT majors for positions
11.1 Entry-level IE for process engineering work involving time study, methods analysis, plant layout and standard costs. t2/ Varied
positions in the product engineering dept. r-anging from component ! _
adaptation to functional design of
components such as frame, chasis
or cab, for heavy-duty motor
trucks of a highly specialized nature.
Merck and Co., Inc.; chem., biology, lib. arts with some science
courses for majors for position in
pharmaceutical sales.
-

Student Awaits
Court Sentence

7:30 in ED348. It is the first in

days.

All for

Photos

$16.95

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

WORL D’S FIRST
THEATRE WITH
ALL PERFECT SEATS

.50

.50

.50

Lana Turner in
"MADAME X"
with John Forsythe
and Ricardo Montalban
also
"FATE IS THE HUNTER"
with Glenn Ford
and Rod Taylor.

Start ed on
Unclosed is $

fOnta)

For Your
COLLEGEMASTER
outline . . . Contact

FOX TIFFANY
STUDIO
11 S. 2nd
294-3780

Frank Hoey
Jim Horget
Tom Cash
Darwin Shoop
Ken Omstead
/86-6700
605 So .00. St

Modern() Dm(’ Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

Professional Pharmacists

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

WaS arrested about
three weeks ago when police raid-

ed a New Student

CI ARK BROS PRINTING

fund raising

for

party, was found guilty in municipal court Monday of allowing a

speedy reproduction
* campaign literature
* fraternity literature
* sorority literature

public dance without a permit.

734 S. First - 295-2502
Close to Campus

Ski Trek Planned

a series of talks relating to ex-

The SJS Ski Club vill lake its
thought., last ski trip of the year to Alpine
Meadows this weekend, Richard
sponsored by SJS Hillel.
There will he a second talk Johnson, club president, said. Nonnext Thursday by Dr. Robert Zas- members are invited to go on the
low, assistant professor of psy- trip. Sign-tin sheets are available
chology, on "Is there a crisis in at the Student Affairs Business
psychology."
Of flee.

istentialism

in

Jewish

Achtuttg
VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS

Expansion and all-jet fleet conversion have created a vatiety
of positions for recent college
graduates at United’s San Francisco Maintenance Base.
Special
Campus Interviews
Tuesday. March 29

ACCOUNTANTS
PROGRAMMERS

PRESENTS:

ENGINEERS
"k" FLYING

l’11111,;F,
"A" is doing what iia one 1-4. has
er (lone in San Jose. They are It -aiming this tscvS, only,
\
tiljustments on VOI.,isSV
for milt 99c.

Easter Vacation Valve Special
(VOLKSWAGENS ONLY)
ahe

Reg.

$2.50

99c

Flying "A" Imported Car Service
Ilth and SANTA CLARA

equal opportunity nimployor

Contact

738 E. EL CAMINO
SUNNYVALE

A11111111111111111111111\

Ill

For Additional Information

THREE "K"

Fair Oaks

BUYERS

TODAY thru Thursday March 31

Friday and Saturday
Reservation2 Accepted.

Between Wolfe Rd.
and
Ave.

(I.E., M.E., E.E.)

Naki

phone 738-1111

liteatatWertewarerteeereeeeal

I 8\11i
ro.7
12 Walk!

for

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

Address

INSURANCE POLICY
because
....Guaranteed by a top
Company
...No frar Clause
Benefits at
Special Rates
...Deposits Deferred
until vim are out of
school

Black and White Photo
Combination Offer

Brooks is scheduled for sentensor of philosophy, will speak on cing tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. Ixsfore
.1. !herr: Jr.
"Existential Theology and the

ell seats $1.50
Sunday thru Thurscia),
$1.90 Friday sad Seturdey
evenings

Phone

SPECIAL TO
STUDENTS

Dr. Peter Koestenbaurn, profes-

Crisis in Psychology," tonight al

bum.
th,scrt
Who’s Who Arnong Students
Key
El,.
says
I Bought My

SJS student Joe Brooks, 731 S.
Third St., who

Li DUET

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

(Please Print)

The funds vvere not released until other California colleges had
received adequate funds for their
aid programs. The money is available to qualified students. who apply as soon as possible, Ryan said.
Students wishing to apply for
the Work -Study Program, Economic Opportunity Grants, or National Defense Student Loans for
the coming academic year must
submit applications to ADM201
on or before April 1.

Three times five times

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

rs:
7
I;
7,

Fuller Helps
I.A. Class
To Create

PLAN
exclusirely for
THE COLLEGE MAN

THE COLLEGE

Last day to apply for all types
of student financial said for fall
and spiting semesters of 1966-67. is
Friday, April 1, Don Ryan, director ,
of financial aids, said.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

5 lines
Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFI EDS.
1206. San lose State
College, San Jose,
Calif 95114.

ii. 50 N. First St.
AlEsEC Committee (SAM), 3:30
p.m., B3’u.
Theta Sigma Ptil, 6:15 p.m., JC
208.
American Sleteorological Society, 7:30 p.m., E329, guest speaker,
Felix Henderson, USWB personnel, tvill show slides of his recent
tour of Antarctica.
Phrateres Intenuitional. bake
sale in front of the Spartan Bookstore.
Home Econonsks Chapter, 7
p.m., ED132, Dr. Mary F:Ilen Durrett will speak on "Project Head
Start." for which she worked last
summer.
Epsilon Eta Sigma (English honorary, organization), 3 p.m., F0104.

294-1562

STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE

UNITED
mow
THE EXTRA CARE AIRLINE

’t

